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A NOTE FROM LEADERSHIP
Friday 23 October
AFL Public Holiday-no school
Monday 2 November
Curriculum Day-Student free
day
Tuesday 3 November
Melbourne Cup Public Holidayno school
Monday 9-Friday 13 November
Scholastic Book Fair
Tuesday 24 to Thursday 26
November
Three-Way Conferences
Thursday 17 December
Last Day of School for students;
early dismissal at 1:30pm
Friday 18 December
Curriculum Day-student free
day

Return to Face-to-Face Teaching
How great is it to have our students and teacher all back on site to
learn! Over this week, we saw the return of all our students who
settled back into the school routine with ease thanks to their
resilience, assistance from their parents and the wonderful support
they have received from our teachers and the extended staff at
Saltwater College.
The students’ transition back to school has been a very smooth
process as students quickly settled back into their classroom
routines.
We thank and congratulate our Saltwater community for their
partnership with the school, working together to support our
students during remote learning and in response to this very difficult
time in history.
We reassure all families that the health and safety of all members of
the community remains our number one priority. As we move ever
closer to a return to some form of normality, we once again wish to
thank you for all your support and feedback during these past few
weeks. As a community, we can be truly proud of what we have
achieved and the way we have gone about it. The whole school
community has worked together, very effectively, to deliver quality
education for all our students.
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SALTWATER P-9 COLLEGE NEWSLETTER
Return to Face-to-Face Teaching
How great is it to have our students and teacher all back on site to learn! Over this week, we saw
the return of all our students who settled back into the school routine with ease thanks to their
resilience, assistance from their parents and the wonderful support they have received from our
teachers and the extended staff at Saltwater College.
The students’ transition back to school has been a very smooth process as students quickly settled
back into their classroom routines.
We thank and congratulate our Saltwater community for their partnership with the school, working
together to support our students during remote learning and in response to this very difficult time
in history.
We reassure all families that the health and safety of all members of the community remains our
number one priority. As we move ever closer to a return to some form of normality, we once again
wish to thank you for all your support and feedback during these past few weeks. As a community,
we can be truly proud of what we have achieved and the way we have gone about it. The whole
school community has worked together, very effectively, to deliver quality education for all our
students.
Return of Loan Devices
As students have returned to school, we ask families to also return the devices loaned to them so
they may be used in the classroom. An email will go out to families regarding the process for this.
Classrooms
We would like to wish the following classes a great start with their new class and teacher, though
the students have met their teachers over WebEx they will be meeting them face-to-face for the
first time this year. The teachers that will be in these classrooms are Denae Vines and Di Traianon
(Year 2E), Taylah Hunter-Gerber (Year 5D) as well as Abigail D’Souza (Year 3B) who was taking over
the class from Victoria Richards and Maree Caminiti who is taking over from Leigh Machler (Prep E).
Prep Enrolments 2021
Thank you to all parents who have already enrolled their child/ren for the 2021 school year. If you
have not already done so, I would encourage you to complete the enrolment form and return it to
school as soon as possible. This will help us with our planning for the new school year. Enrolment
forms can be found on the school’s website.
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SALTWATER P-9 COLLEGE NEWSLETTER
Up Coming Curriculum Day
On Monday 2 November, the day before the Melbourne Cup Public Holiday, there will be a
Curriculum Day. This will be a student free day. Please note that the Big Childcare will be
available on this day, if you need to use them please book in via their website.
Three-Way Conferences
We will be conducting our Three-Way Conferences between Tuesday 24 to Thursday 26
November via WebEx as we did in Semester One. More information on times and booking will
be shared closer to the date.
Book Week
Next week is book week (October 17-23) and the theme for this year is ‘Curious Creatures, Wild
Minds’. Unfortunately due to Covid, we have had to adapt what our Book Week will look like this
year to accommodate Department guidelines. As a school, we will be celebrating on Wednesday
21 October by encouraging students to dress up as their favourite book character. Unfortunately,
we are unable to have our usual Book Week parade, so we encourage families to take lots of
photos in the morning at home to avoid congestion at the school gate. Each class will also be
creating a text innovation on a favourite story.
A text innovation takes a text and allows the students to change characters, setting, and story
elements to make a personalised version of the story. The students then compare and contrast
their story to the original. An example of this could be ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears ‘ where it
can be rewritten as ‘Mary Mermaid and the Three Sharks’, and the setting can be changed to the
sea and the characters changed to creatures found in the sea. The story line can be exactly like
the original story, etc.
Snake Sighting in our Neighbourhood
Snakes have been spotted in our surrounding
areas. Parents please be vigilant when walking
the streets and taking your children to local
playgrounds. We have received numerous emails
and phone calls of confirmed snake sightings in
and around the local Crocodile Park and large
paddocks in Point Cook.
If you do see a snake, please contact Wyndham
Council and request a snake catcher to remove it
safely.

Gramatiki Alexiou
Leading Teacher
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STUDENT WELLBEING
Dear Saltwater community,
So glad to see all the children return onsite this week. What an incredible situation we have been in the
last eight months, navigating covid and its implications continues to have it’s impacts.
One of the main goals for this term is children’s mental health and wellbeing. Children have spent a long
time away from friends and the routines at school and this has resulted in children not feeling safe,
secure and calm. It is imperative that we focus on settling back into the routines of school with a
positive growth mindset. We need to focus on what we can do and understand that some days it won’t
go to plan, however, we will try the best we can. Resilience has played a significant part in the lives for all
of us. Being able to withstand these challenges and bounce back is something we are all striving to do.
Our to to help children feel a sense of belonging and feel connected again to school. With this sense of
belonging children will feel safe, included and respected.
While we focus on all the IB learner profiles, being BALANCED is the one to focus on right now.
When we think about being in
balance, we try to have all areas
in our life in equilibrium.
Just like
the scales.
We look after our physical,
mental and spiritual
health to keep in balance.

Sleep is extremely important for
all of us. Children need 9 -10
Hours a night to be able to
function well.
Try to keep a sleep routine by
going to bed at the same time
each night.

What balance means to me – “You have to be balanced with your work, friends and family.” Marcus
Social and Emotional Learning
This week Alex and Tom began delivering the Social and Emotional learning SEL to small groups of
children from Prep-6. The focus of these groups is to help children learn strategies and skills in how to
emotionally regulate and communicate clearly. Alexander and Thomas will continue to share their
strategies with the school community through the newsletter.
In Term Four, the focus will be on building emotional awareness and strategies to manage some difficult
emotions under different situations. While today's session focused largely on introductions and
brainstorming values/agreements for each group, we also engage with some deep breathing exercises
(i.e. ‘balloon breathing’) and a progressive muscle relaxation sequence. These are strategies we can use
to support relaxation and calming of the mind/body when we are feeling a little bit
tense/frustrated/angry/upset
Ms Elle Ryan
Wellbeing and Engagement Lead
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PERFORMING ARTS NEWS
Welcome to Term Four and a huge WELCOME BACK to school for all students! We
are so happy to have you all back, not only in Performing Arts, but throughout the
whole school.
Thank you for your hard work and dedication this year with online learning. It has
been great to see you improve and overcome all the challenges along the way.
We would like to extend a massive thank you also and say well done to all
Performing Arts Extension Students for coming in on the first week of the holidays
for our intensive rehearsals in preparation for the End of Year Performance. You all
showed commitment, consistency, teamwork, discipline and focus, and did an
amazing job getting through four long days of training. Congratulations to you all on
this great achievement.

In Dance, we have started this term off with excitement, anticipation and a positive
outlook for the remainder of the year. Week One resumed with online classes, and
students were back in the studio in Week Two. It has been great to have the
students back in the studio interacting one other and reconnecting on many levels.
We have revisited the foundations of dance preparation while refreshing the
students’ memory in warm up, basic movement, body awareness, placement and
direction as well as musicality and expression.
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PERFORMING ARTS NEWS
In Music, the Vocal Extension students are still on a high from the great work they achieved
during the holiday intensive rehearsal. On the last day, they got a glimpse of what they
sounded like when we listened to all of the songs they had recorded. The End of Year
Performance is shaping up to be something extraordinary and exciting. Music classes were
online for the first two weeks of this term. The students were tasked to listen to music, and
analyse how the music made them feel. They have also had the opportunity to learn new
musical terms relating to dynamics and tempo, and they used these terms when describing
what was happening within the music. We are looking forward to when the students will
be able to express their feelings through music and instruments when they return to the
Music Studio.
Students in Drama will have finished off their final two weeks of our introductory film
exploration. They have taken scripts from Hollywood screenplays and brought these scenes
to life by learning their lines, dressing in costume and filming their performances. This
shows students that the starting point, for even the biggest of their favourite blockbuster
films, began in someone’s imagination as they formed their ideas into words on a page.
After a little more analysis of different texts, students will be encouraged to formulate and
write their own scripts which can then be made into short films.

Classes have begun early preparations for the 2020 Christmas Carols, making this year the
first Saltwater College Virtual Carols ever. We have also begun early planning for our Year Six
Graduation in December, creating a unique televised experience for our senior students in
their final year.
This will be a new experience for everyone involved and we can’t wait to take you on this
journey soon!
Jay Bowen – Drama
Michael Lapiña – Music
Phill Haddad & Lauren Lourdes – Dance
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION NEWS
Hello Saltwater Community,
Welcome to Week Two of Term Four and a very happy return to school for teachers and students
alike. We cannot thank all of the parents and students enough for their continued patience,
resilience and effort during remote learning, however, it has been incredible having the students
back onsite during this week.
For Prep - Year Two students we have been revisiting our rules and expectations during PE lessons. In
these classes we have also discussed our central idea of ‘Safe participation requires sharing space
and following rules’, this is of particular importance due to the length of time students have not
participated in physical activity in the school setting. Students have also enjoyed playing some of the
running games they learned during Semester One, including ‘Duck, Duck Goose’ and ‘Fruit Salad’.
We are excited to welcome the students in Years 3-6 next week, however the students in the upper
years have submitted some fantastic work during their final week of remote learning. Students were
instructed to create their own fitness video for their peers to participate in. Students would plan
their workout, considering elements such as the timing of specific exercises and appropriate rest
times, and then film themselves instructing their peers on how to complete their workout.
Next week we will be welcoming all students back to PE lessons in the gymnasium. During our first
few weeks back, students will be focusing on kicking and punting, with a particular focus on soccer
and AFL. We will be focusing on the skills and techniques to achieve success in this unit. Students in
the upper primary school will also be inquiring into the rules of the specific sports, in preparation for
playing small-sided matches.
Kinds Regards,
Mr Irons, Ms Evans and Mr Symmons
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SPANISH NEWS

We are so excited to see all our students LIVE instead of in a WebEx meeting!
Muchísimas gracias (many thanks) to those students who spent so much time attending WebEx meetings,
watching videos, submitting work and doing it all with a smile! Also, lots of thanks to the parents (especially
Prep parents) who put in so much time and effort to help their children. Hopefully, you have learned some
Spanish in the process!
This term is shaping up to be an exciting one! All students will be learning about El Día de los Muertos, which
occurs on Nov 2nd.
Years 3 to 5 students will continue to read El Capibara con Botas (we have completed two chapters already!) and
Prep to 2 students will learn how to play Guess – the - Number and Profe Dice (Simon Says) They will also be
trying a Movie Talk for the first time!
Any stories we do will be added to ‘Spanish Fun for Juniors’ so keep listening to these at home for extra input!
Señora Ana y Señor Pasten
November 2: Día de Muertos
As an IB PYP school we regard international-mindedness as a key component of
development and understanding. The term ‘Internationalism’ means to celebrate
diversity, foster open-minded inquiry and promote an intercultural understanding of
the world.
Often celebrated in conjunction with el Día de Todos los Santos (All Saints’ Day),
which takes place on November 1st, el Día de Muertos (Day of the Dead) is celebrated
on November 2nd.
Rather than being a spooky holiday, el Día de Muertos is seen as a time to celebrate
family members, friends, and historical figures who have sadly passed away.
Parades, tianguis (outdoor markets), candlelight vigils in the panteón
(cemetery), calaveritas de azúcar (sugar skulls), and people dressed up like la Catrina,
an elegant skeleton lady originally drawn by famous Mexican cartoonist José
Guadalupe Posada, are also common elements of this other-worldly holiday.
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VISUAL ART NEWS
Welcome back to Term 4! We are pleased to welcome all our students back to the Art Studios.
We have started the term by gaining an understanding of students’ prior knowledge using a new learning
platform – Nearpod – to collate information about student’s understanding so that we can then start
developing the program for the rest of this term. This term students will be focusing on exploring two
elements of Art - Form and Texture. These understandings will feed into their creative work for the
remainder of this year as students create and explore with a variety of hands on experiences.

This term will also see students combining their learning with the Book Week theme ‘Curious Creatures
Wild Minds’, as well as the Spanish cultural celebration of Dias de los Muertos and of course our end of
year celebration of Christmas! We can’t wait to see the return of all the smiling faces of all our little
artists!
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INTERVENTION NEWS
Hello Saltwater Community and welcome back to Term Four.
We are thrilled to have students return to onsite learning, and
our intervention team has been eagerly planning and
preparing to get back into the swing of things right away.
To begin the term, we will start off by implementing formal
assessment in order to identify the specific needs of students
as they return from remote learning. Once we have identified
the students needs, we will begin to group students
accordingly and provide targeted Literacy support sessions
covering a range of skills from the Reading and Viewing
domain, including text structure and organisation, expressing
and developing ideas, phonics and word knowledge,
examining literature and interpreting, evaluating and
analysing.
Along with this, another focus will be on the ‘Systems of
Strategic Actions’, where students will be encouraged to
participate in in-depth discussions to promote their ability to
think within the text, about the text and beyond the text. This
prompts students to think critically and encourages them to be
highly proficient readers. In the diagram on the next page,
Fountas and Pinnell have developed a wheel to illustrate the
highly complex thinking proficient readers do as they engage
with the text. Whether students are beginning readers or
proficient readers, all of these behaviours are used to problem
solve and create meaning when reading.
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INTERVENTION NEWS

Our intervention team would like to say a very big thank you to
families for their ongoing support during Term Three while we
endeavoured to run Literacy support remotely. During this time,
students displayed commitment and enthusiasm towards their
learning and they should be extremely proud of their efforts. We
are looking forward to another busy and eventful term working
with and supporting students with Literacy throughout Term
Four.
Rachael Cunningham
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PHILOSOPHY , DEBATING AND WRITING EXTENSION NEWS
Dear Parents and Guardians,
Welcome to an exciting Term Four, the final term of yet another successful year for families at
Saltwater P-9 College. We are so excited to be able to have students back for face-to-face teaching
and learning this term. Below is a curriculum outline of what students will be exploring in Writing
Enrichment Program across Year Prep through to Year Six. This overview has been developed
collaboratively with the leaders of each year level as well as the classroom teachers, based on the
needs and wants of the higher achieving students that have been elected to be a part of this
enrichment program.
Prep Students Will Explore
• Narrative writing
Ø detailed problem and solution (thinking outside of the box)
Ø characters – more than one e.g. good guy and bad guy
Ø descriptive language used to describe characters and setting
• Focus on adjectives
• Editing and revising (adding detail using descriptive language)
• Interesting story starters-leads
• Character traits
• Extending sentences to include more detail/compound sentences
• Including dialogue and using correct punctuation for it
Year One Students Will Explore
• Correctly using paragraphs
• How to correctly use dialogue
• Extending their vocabulary (Tier 2 Words)
• Spelling words with 3 or more syllables
• Goal setting using First Steps Continua
Year Two Students Will Explore
•Making predictions
Year Three Students Will Explore
• Correctly using commas
• Pronouns and Adverbs
• Knowing what article to use before a word beginning with a vowel sound (e.g. ‘a’ versus ‘an’)
• Improving vocabulary used when writing (Tier 2 Words)
• How to correctly reference research within a text (e.g. information text and procedural text)
• Paraphrasing
• Goal setting using First Steps Continua
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WRITING EXTENSION NEWS
Year Four Students Will Explore
•Understand the use of vocabulary to express greater precision of meaning, and know
that words can have different meanings in different contexts
•moving from general, ‘all-purpose’ words, for example ‘cut’ to more specific words, for
example ‘slice’, ‘dice’, ‘fillet’, ‘segment’
•using appropriate grammatical features, including more complex sentences and
relevant verb tense, pronoun reference, adverb and noun groups/phrases for effective
descriptions
•Understand how noun groups/phrases and adjective groups/phrases can be expanded
in a variety of ways to provide a fuller description of the person, place, thing or idea
•learning how to expand a description by combining a related set of nouns and
adjectives – ‘Two old brown cattle dogs sat on the ruined front veranda of the deserted
house.’
•observing how descriptive details can be built up around a noun or an adjective,
forming a group/phrase (for example, ‘this very smelly cleaning cloth in the sink’ is a
noun group/phrase and ‘as pretty as the flowers in May’ is an adjective group/phrase)
Year Five Students Will Explore
•Investigate how vocabulary choices, including evaluative language can express shades
of meaning, feeling and opinion
•identifying (for example from reviews) the ways in which evaluative language is used to
assess the qualities of the various aspects of the work in question
•Recognise and understand that subordinate clauses embedded within noun
groups/phrases are a common feature of written sentence structures and increase the
density of information
•identifying and experimenting with a range of clause types and discussing the effect of
these in the expression and development of ideas
Year Six Students Will Explore
•Understand the use of punctuation to support meaning in complex sentences with
prepositional phrases and embedded clauses
•discussing how qualifying statements add meaning to opinions and views in spoken
texts
•Structuring essay writing
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WRITING EXTENSION NEWS
INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING
The use of ICT will be integrated throughout Writing Enrichment where possible.
Students will continue to use the iPads/MacBooks, and will explore while using their
inquiry skills and various websites for educational purposes.
ESSENTIAL AGREEMENTS AND GOAL SETTING
The students across all year levels will set new goals for their learning in Writing
Enrichment in Term Four. This focus is to direct students and give them ownership
and responsibility for their learning.
As we are an IB school, the students will contribute to the development of an
essential agreement during class time. The Essential Agreement will outline the
behaviors and expectations of all students and teachers involved. It is a binding
agreement that ensures we are open minded, respectful and committed lifelong
learners.

Mrs Traianon
Writing Enrichment teacher
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Prep-Year Three Mathematics Extension
In Prep the students have been exploring how number sentences can be used to display the
inverse operations for addition and subtraction. Students then explored the connection between
subtraction and addition by making links to fact families, to allow and give students the
opportunity to manipulate and alter the sum to create the inverse operation. Following this,
students were tasked with explaining their thinking and displaying their understanding of the
inverse relationship between addition and subtraction.

In Year One, the students investigated the connection between all four operations and in their
final week of Term Three, showcased their knowledge in a video. Students were able to make
links between repeated subtraction to division and repeated addition to multiplication. This in
turn, assisted their understanding to create equal groups as a form of representation for
multiplication and division. In the videos, students not only talked about the connection of the
four operations but were able to explain how each individual operation worked. This was done in
many ways, some presented it as a verbal explanation and others physically showed the process
and links on their video.
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Prep-Year Three Mathematics Extension
In Year Two the students extended their understanding of decimals by learning how to multiply
using decimal numbers. The students reviewed different strategies when multiplying numbers and
transferred this knowledge to decimal numbers. Number lines were used to visually represent the
calculations.
In Year Three the students continued to explore the concept of decimals by understanding the link
with fractions. The students used number lines to order the decimals in ascending order and also
provided representations through fractions. By doing this the students began to make
connections between the decimal representation and the the equivalent fraction. Students
identified that ‘0.5’ is equivalent to ½, 5/10, 50/100.
Reflection is an important part of learning. It provides students the opportunity to reflect on the
concepts, skills and attributes they acquired and displayed in their learning. In the last session, the
Year Two and Three students took some time to reflect on their learning through the collaborative
tool Padlet. Discussions were had about what they enjoyed during the extension sessions and also
what they would like to continue to explore.
As we all return to onsite learning, Mathematics Extension WebEx sessions have been cancelled.
Instead students will be extended within their own classes by their classroom teachers. This is due
to Mr Vivoda and Miss Kotevski returning to full time teaching within their own classroom.
It has been a pleasure working with each and every one of you.
Mr Vivoda and Miss Kotevski
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MATHS EXTENSION NEWS - UPPER YEARS
The Victorian Curriculum - Mathematics aims to ensure that our students are:
- confidence, creative users and communicators of Mathematics, able to investigate, represent and
interpret situations in their personal and school lives and as active citizens.
- develop an increasingly sophisticated understanding of Mathematical concepts and fluency with
processes and are able to pose and solve problems and reason in Number and Algebra, Measurement
and Geometry, Statistics and Probability.
- recognise connections between the areas of Mathematics and other disciplines and appreciate
Mathematics as an accessible and enjoyable discipline to study.
For our final term this year, students will be using the text, ‘Pearson's Mathematics’, where they will be
exposed to scenarios that will help them make connections with Mathematics and the real world.

DID YOU KNOW ?
How cold can things get? The lowest temperature ever
recorded on Earth was -89 degrees Celsius at the
Russian research stations, Vostok in Antarctica. By
comparison, the lowest temperature in the northern
hemisphere, recorded in Oimekon, Siberia, was a mere
-78 degrees Celsius.

RESEARCH QUESTION

If you were able to pick up Mt Everest and place it in the
Marianas trench, it would be completely covered by
water. How much water would there be between the
top of Mt Everest and sea level?

Written by Michael Nicolaides
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NEWS FROM PREP
A big thank you to all students and their families for the support, encouragement and
participation in remote learning during Term Three. The Prep team are so proud of the students
for the way they challenged themselves during this time. The students portrayed such resilience
during our remote learning journey and we couldn’t be prouder of their achievements. We
welcome students back to their classroom, to continue their learning.
We have started our new Unit of Inquiry on 'How We Express Ourselves'. In this unit we will explore
the Central Idea 'We have the freedom and responsibility to express ourselves in a variety of ways'.
Students are encouraged to make connections to their own feelings and to consider how, when and
why they express and communicate their emotions in different ways.
To introduce the new Unit of Inquiry and to welcome our students back to school, we have been
doing team building exercises and activities. Some of the activities that we have done include
getting a hula hoop to travel around the circle of students without dropping it or breaking the circle.
The students have also worked together to build the tallest tower out of marshmallows and
spaghetti and other materials. To be successful at these activities, students identified that they
needed to show some Learner Profile attributes such as being a thinker and a communicator.

This week in Mathematics, students have been learning about how to share objects equally between two
or more groups. Sharing involves equally dividing a collections of items between groups. Students
were introduced to this concept by sharing common classroom items between various groups. It was
wonderful to see that the children were able to identify that they were already applying the skill of
‘sharing’ in their everyday actions by sharing food with siblings and sharing pencils amongst table
members.
To support your child’s learning of sharing at home, we encourage that students continue to engage in
hands-on sharing experiences where they equally distribute a collection of items, for example, helping to
plate food at meal times or by sharing their toys with their family members.
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NEWS FROM PREP
In Writing, students have been learning about extending sentences to include detail. They have
been exploring verbs and adjectives and have been using these in their writing. The Preps have impressed us
with their ability to add verbs and adjectives into their writing. They are encouraged to continue extending
their sentences by adding further detail.

In Reading, the students have continued to explore word families. These are a group of words with the same
letters and sounds at the end. This is also known as onset and rime. Most recently, Preps have been
introduced to the ‘ain’, ‘ine’, ‘ight’ and ‘ame’ families. The Preps have also been continuing to explore the
comprehension strategies of visualising. Visualising means to create a picture in your mind or draw the
picture on paper to help you understand what you are reading.

Reminders:
• All Prep students are to be dropped off and collected from the front gate, to the right
of the administration building.
• Students must bring a full bottle of water as they will not be allowed to use the taps at
school or refill at the taps.
• iPads are to be brought to school EVERY DAY and fully charged.
• Any children who are ill or present ill like symptoms should not attend school.
• This term students must wear hats.
• Provocation Day is next week. If you do not want your child to watch the movie
'Inside-out' as part of their Unit of Inquiry, then you need to sign the permission form
and return it by Thursday, the 15th. Please let me know if you need a paper copy.
• Wednesday 21 October we will be celebrating this year’s Book Week by encouraging
students to dress up as a book character.
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NEWS FROM YEAR ONE
Dear Year One Families,
We would like to welcome all Year One students back to onsite learning for the remainder
of Term Four. We cannot thank you enough for the endless support all families have given
their children throughout remote learning and hoping for a positive journey for the
duration of 2020.
Unit of Inquiry
Throughout the first few weeks of Term Four, we are looking closely at our fifth Unit of
Inquiry, ‘How we Organise Ourselves.’ Together, we have been unpacking and gathering
artefacts that link to our Central Idea, ‘Water systems play an essential role to human life’.
We are starting to further investigate how water systems are different around the world
and reasons why this impacts everyday life.

Reading
We are continuing to develop students’ comprehension strategies to deepen their
understanding of a text. Our main focus is to use text clues and our prior knowledge to
make detailed and justifiable inferences from the books we read. We encourage parents
and carers to continually ask your child questions about a text while reading to develop
these comprehension skills further.
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NEWS FROM YEAR ONE
Writing
Students are starting to explore the purpose and understanding of a procedural text. Over
the term, we will be exposing the students to a range of different procedural texts and
teaching students the key structure and vocabulary to start creating their own. If you have
any examples of procedural texts at home, please bring them in for the students to share.
Mathematics
The Year Ones will continue to develop an understanding of the capacity and mass of
certain objects in their environment, with students successfully being able to order and
compare objects based on these concepts. We have also been looking into using directional
vocabulary to explain the position of objects in an area.

Reminders:
• AFL Grand Final Public Holiday on Friday the 23rd of October.
• Please bring all workbooks and stationary items back to school for classroom
teacher.
• In Term Four all hats and drink bottles are needed at school.
• Always demonstrate good hygiene practices and encourage your child to do the
same at school. If your child is experiencing any coughing, sneezing, headaches or a
runny nose please keep them home and inform your classroom teacher and the
front office.
The Year One team looks forward to sharing our learning on our class Schoolbox pages,
so we kindly ask that families regularly check this platform.
Kind Regards,
The Year One Team
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NEWS FROM YEAR TWO
Dear Year Two families,
It has been absolutely fantastic to get back into the classroom and see each other again! Although
everyone did themselves proud during remote learning, it has been a pleasure to get back to good oldfashioned face-to-face learning! We have loved the enthusiasm that the students have demonstrated this
week and we can't wait to see what we can achieve together in this final term.
2E
The students of 2E were finally able to commence in their new classroom! They spent the day getting to
know their new classmates and establishing their Essential Agreement. The students worked cooperatively
in small groups to brainstorm how they can model the attributes of the Learner Profile. We are very proud
of how resilient the students have been and how well they have settled into their new class.
Unit of Inquiry
In Year Two, the students have been continuing to explore our fifth Unit of Inquiry 'How The World Works'
with the Central Idea - 'Our Solar System is one of many in a complex universe'. In their final week of
remote learning, the students explored the second Line of Inquiry - 'The Sun contributes to our Solar
System'. The Key Concept we were looking at in this Line of Inquiry was ‘Function’, which means, 'How
does it work?' As we have learned, the Sun is at the centre of our Solar System, and it is the gravitation pull
of the Sun that keeps the planets orbiting around it - instead of just flying off into space! To learn more
about gravity and how it works, the students conducted three experiments. In the first experiment the
students compared the effect of gravity on different objects. We learned that gravity causes objects to fall
at the same speed (9.81 metres per second). In the second and third experiments we experienced the pull
of gravity and simulated the Sun's gravitational pull on the planets. Yes, the third experiment did involve
spinning a container with water in it – so we hope nobody got too wet... and if they did, well, that’s the fun
of practical science!
This week, the students have also been inquiring into their own attitudes to school. It has been fascinating
to explore this with them, and we look forwards to using our findings to continue to build our teaching and
learning program to make it the best we possibly can!

Reading
In Year Two, students have been investigating the
importance of visualising when we are reading.
Visualising is what we imagine in our minds as we are
reading something. We can visualise the characters and
the settings by using our five senses: Seeing, hearing,
smelling, tasting and touching. We have continued
'Fluency Fridays' where students have had the
opportunity to engage in Reader's Theatre and reading a
text aloud with their peers. Students have really enjoyed
listening to each other reading and bringing a script to
life. This encourages students to practise reading with
fluency and expression, whist having another
opportunity to practise their reading goals.
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Writing
In Year Two, students have been unpacking a new text type of
'Procedural Texts'. Throughout this week students have engaged
in filming themselves brushing their teeth, to which they then
needed to watch back and write down the steps they took from
beginning to end. Students looked over the importance of why
you need to be very clear and precise when writing down your
steps for an audience to be able to follow and produce the exact
same thing you aimed for. This was completed by watching a
video of a father following the steps his children wrote down for
him to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, to which
students were able to depict how and why step-by-step
instructions need to be detailed and accurate. Students will be
continuing to unpack the structure of a procedural text
throughout writing, breaking down each section; Title, Goal,
Method/Ingredients, Steps and Conclusion, to gain a greater
understanding of their importance and begin writing their own
procedural text, following the structure.

Mathematics
In Year Two, the students have been continuing to explore
fractions such as halves and quarters by making connections to
their prior learning of time – they made connections to quarter to
and half past times - representing these on a clock. Students
explored their home and learning environments to find examples
of fractions in everyday life – they created a mindmap to display
their findings and share their prior knowledge of fractions.
Students also explored financial maths by investigating Australian
notes and coins. They ordered coins according to their value and
used known addition and subtraction strategies to find the total
cost of supermarket items. Students will be continuing to explore
the concepts of fractions and money in the coming weeks.

Reminders:
• Please make sure to drop off and pick up students at the correct gate. Year Two students enter and leave the
school from the pedestrian gate near the school carpark on Carrick Street. Siblings however may enter and
exit from the same gates.
• Please make sure that students starting at 8.45 am arrive on time.
• Please remind your child of the importance of good hygiene practices – washing their hands,
sneezing/coughing into their arms, not sharing food, etc.
Kind regards,
The Year Two Team - Mr McIntyre, Miss Bratby, Miss Nardella, Miss Gatt, Miss Vines & Mrs Traianon
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Dear Year Three families,
Welcome to Term Four!
Who can believe we are into our final term for the school year?
We were so pleased to welcome the Year Three students back onsite this week and reflect on our time in
remote learning. Students have faced many challenges this year and we understand the transition back into
the classroom may bring about mixed emotions, but we are confident students will continue to be resilient
and hardworking and will make the most of the remaining school year.
Unit of Inquiry
This week, students have entered into the final stage of our fifth Unit of Inquiry, ‘How The World Works’,
and will be working on their summative assessment task over the next week. They have developed an
understanding of forces such as friction, motion and gravity as well as simple machines. They are now using
this knowledge to design a complex machine that serves a purpose in daily life and are analysing the forces
that make the machine move. Students will need to use their critical and creative thinking skills as they
approach this task and will also be using digital technologies to display their findings.
Reading
At the start of the term, students had the opportunity to engage in reading groups with their peers and
teachers across the year level. This was a great way for students to engage with their cohort and interact
with different teachers. They are now working on consolidating their knowledge of clarifying and
synthesising texts, specifically non-fiction texts, which will remain a focus throughout Term Four. They have
also had the chance to synthesise the meaning of ‘texts’ in a variety of formats such as written, video,
pictures and verbal text.
Students have displayed great growth in their reading abilities this year and we strongly encourage them to
continue reading a wide range of texts at home daily using resources such as PM readers, Kids News,
Readworks or a text from home.
Writing
In Writing, students have consolidated their understanding of procedural texts and their importance in daily
life. They have had multiple opportunities to write procedures such as recipes, instructions and directions
and present these both in written text and through videos. They will now specifically focus on developing
their knowledge of language conventions such as verbs, adverbs, adjectives and tense and how these
features are used to enhance the meaning in a procedure.
Mathematics
In Mathematics, students have been diving into measurement and extending their knowledge about length,
capacity and mass. They have had multiple opportunities to apply their knowledge to the real-world by
estimating, measuring and ordering objects based on these measurements. The knowledge gained in this
unit is one that students can continue to develop in their everyday lives. We encourage families to
continually ask their child questions about the weight, capacity or length of objects around the house.
Students will now move onto a short unit on shape and will focus on identifying the properties of twodimensional and three-dimensional shapes, specifically when used in real life objects, such as the school
playground.
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Wellbeing
Last Friday, students enjoyed a Wellbeing Day which focused on promoting a positive mindset.
As students move through the transition back to school, focusing on wellbeing has never been more
important. Students will continue to engage in weekly wellbeing lessons throughout the term, focusing on
building their emotional regulation tool kit. Some at home suggestions for promoting a positive physical,
social, mental and emotional wellbeing include:
• Journaling – Writing or drawing about emotions
• Mindful colouring
• Going for a walk
• Meditation using the Smiling Mind or Headspace app
• Go Noodle brain breaks
As we move through a busy final term, we strongly encourage families to continually check emails, School
Box and the school Facebook page for updates and important date. As it is also a three-way conference
term, we also kindly remind families that it is essential students and bringing their iPads fully charged to
school every day. For health and safety reasons, students are unable to charge their devices in the
classroom.
We would like to thank families for their patience and support throughout remote learning and we look
forward to a wonderful term ahead.
Kind regards,
Matt Hart, Abigail D’Souza, Emily Goegan and James Peterson
Important Reminders:
• Term Four is a hat term. All students must bring a hat to school for recess and lunch time. Please ensure
the hat is clearly labelled.
• iPads to be brought to school fully charged, daily.
• Friday the 23rd of October is a public holiday.

Unit of Inquiry work on forces
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Greetings Year Four families!
We have had a very exciting couple of weeks returning to Term Four and this week returning back to
school. It was so wonderful to see the smiling faces and to be back learning together. We know this will be
a busy term, but we are very happy to be finishing the year with a little bit of school normality.
Here is what we have been exploring in year four over the past couple of weeks!

Unit of Inquiry
We have been continuing Unit of Inquiry five
which we began in Term Three. Students
have been using the program Flipgrid to
record video responses to some lessons. We
looked at the idea of a single story and the
importance of experiencing multiple
perspectives in our literature. Students
recorded and decorated their videos and
were able to listen and reply to the thoughts
of all Year Four students. We have also been
looking into the concepts of effort and our
mindsets in our own learning, listening to
speakers and finding impactful quotes.

Literacy
Students have been continuing to learn about the different
points of view stories can be written in and why authors
may choose to write in these styles. They practiced writing
in second person in a ‘You Choose’ story activity, taking
readers on an exciting adventure from the book ‘The
Treasure of Dead Man’s Cove’. We began retelling stories
this week, changing the point of view to a new character or
a different narrator. We have a big focus this term on
reading with fluency and understanding comprehension.
Reading at home is a very important practice and a
homework requirement for all Year Four students.
Encourage your children to keep reading by listening to
them or reading with them. If books are not available at
home, each class has an Epic account and access to the
school library Oliver system.
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Mathematics
We began our new math unit on fractions and
decimals! In week one, students joined their class
Kahoot quizzes to start refreshing their prior
learning and begin inquiring into new concepts
related to equivalent fractions and line fractions.
They showed their current understanding of a
fraction of their choice and matched up
equivalent images. In week two students also
chose their new math goal and started
researching how to grow in this area using our
interactive goal resource. We also looked at how
place value is connected to fractions and
decimals.
All students should have Mathletics tasks on
fractions to help solidify learning. If fraction
exercises have not be sent to your child’s
account, please contact their teacher.
Health and Wellbeing Day
Last Friday our Year Four students enjoyed the
many options of activities they could get up to on
our Health and Wellbeing day. Especially the
recipes for making their own bubbles, slime and
instructions for origami crafts!
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WELCOME
BACK!
We did it, team! After completing a full term in remote learning, we have now returned on site for in class
learning.
It cannot be underestimated how much we appreciate the commitment, resilience and patience of our
students and families. We were trailblazers, exploring frontiers of education that hadn’t been explored,
and we’ve come out the other side with new skills and a gratitude for the opportunities we have at school.
On behalf of the Year Five team, thank you and congratulations to you all!

UNIT OF INQUIRY SIX

Beginning in week three, we will be starting our final Unit of Inquiry for the year. Our Transdisciplinary
Theme is ‘How we Express Ourselves’. Students will be exploring how various art forms can be used to
examine social justice issues. This unit will engage students’ creativity and critical thinking and will allow
them to engage in issues that matter most to them.

ONLINE CAMP

We closed out Term Three with the first ever Saltwater College online camp. Using our Unit of Inquiry
around group decision making, students participated in problem solving activities, building their
teamwork, thinking, social and communication skills. We also found unique ways to incorporate
traditional camp activities, such as building canoes, a disco, cooking and a campfire at night. The students
showed how an open mind and a willingness to be a risk-taker can yield great results. Check out all our
photos on the following page.
“When I think back on camp, the thing I'm going to be most proud of is how me and my group worked
together to get through the different tasks.” – Sarah Ho, 5B
“During camp, I developed teamwork. Before camp started, I was basically a lone wolf. I hated being in a
team. But after the experience, I enjoy being in a group!” – Andre Youdachev, 5D
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NEWS FROM YEAR SIX
With much excitement, the Year Six students and teachers were very eager to be starting back at
school this week the first time since the end of Term Two.
Unit of inquiry
How we organise ourselves
Central idea: Societies govern in many ways to create a decision making structure.
Students have continued to work hard on our current Unit of Inquiry and activities from all
lessons covered so far. They were able to come up with some excellent class wonderings. It is
exciting to see such a high level of engagement during the beginning of this unit.
Last week, the Year Sixes participated in an interactive webinar that was centred around the
Federal Parliament and the different decisions it makes. This was one of the many exciting
activities organised in place of our Canberra Camp. Thank you to all Year Six students who
participated and to those who were able to take a risk and step outside of their comfort zone to
pose questions during the webinar. This will encourage students to think about their learning
and to decide on how they can take action in the future. Moving forward, the Year Six team will
be developing a voting and ballot process. We look forward to students enthusiastically taking
part in developing this.
Literacy
This term in Writing, we have begun to look at the features and components of an explanation
text. This will lead to creating explanation texts based on systems of government in relation to
our Unit of Inquiry. Children particularly enjoyed a Writer’s Notebook lesson last week where
they had to convey a message, e.g. man landing on the moon through the use of emojis. Year
Sixes had a hoot trying to work out the underlying messages within each others’ work. Teachers
will be continuing to undertake Reading Testing with their students to determine reading goals
and to provide individualised support where needed.
Mathematics
In Maths we have been revising our mental strategies for
the four operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division). This is helping us to set goals for learning.
Students have been able to test their multiplication and
division facts and identify what they still need to work on.
We will also be conducting some Maths testing to identify
other areas students need to work on as we prepare for
transition to Secondary School.
We are working up to a unit on orders of operation
(BODMAS). BODMAS is an acronym that represents the
order of mathematical operations. When a sum contains
multiple numbers and operations, you need to know
which part to solve first in order to solve it in the correct
order. If you don't, you'll get an incorrect answer.
Some Year Six students relishing
being back at school
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Student and teacher reflections on coming back to school
I am looking forward to hanging out with my friends and playing with someone that is not my
sibling. I am excited to be going back to the classroom and being able to get feedback on the spot.
I am excited to be going back to school and interacting with people face to face and not through a
screen. Jacques 6B
Going back to school makes me have mixed feelings. It makes me nervous and scared as I have to
go back to school after almost three months. Seeing each other on Webex and now meeting
everyone face to face will be very different. I also feel happy about going back to school as I get
to meet my friends. I could not meet my friends and my teacher for months! Nafia 6C
I am looking forward to seeing my students and workmates when we return to school. We will be
able to chat and have a laugh with each other, face to face. I am also looking forward to
decorating my classroom and even creating a Christmas door with my class. I also cannot wait to
do yard duty and see students from other grades. Mrs Waldron
It is with great anticipation and excitement that we welcome back our Year Six students to
Saltwater after a long stint in remote learning 2.0. We are all looking forward to the many
exciting activities we have planned, along with our graduation at the end of the term. Mr
Robinson
It will be great to get back into the work routine. Remote learning presented many challenges and
really tested our resilience. I can’t wait to see the students and my colleagues for the first time in
over 12 weeks. I am also looking forward to the watching the Year Sixes graduate. Mr Mack
Wellbeing day:
We held our second Health and Wellbeing Day on Friday 9th of October. The Year Six teachers
provided students with a range of activities to participate in throughout the day. Our activities
incorporated all areas of the curriculum, as well as activities that could be enjoyed by the
students and their families.
We have had many students tell us that as a family they enjoyed the Marvel Avengers workout,
and David Attenborough’s Great Barrier Reef interactive website. Students also enjoyed the
drawing lesson with Mo Willems and having some time to do some crafts at home.
These activities will remain on our class pages for students to access at home and during brain
breaks in the classroom.
Reminders:
Please ensure you bring your hats to school in Term Four as we need to ensure we are protecting
ourselves from the harmful sun’s rays.
The Year Six Team

